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901 Powhatan Court
East of Costco

TAILGATE SWAP. Bring tools,
wood, turnings, anything you’d
like to sell, trade or give away.

Demo
Make your own
chainsaw chains.
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The President’s Page
By Dave Robinson

CHAINSAWS
Vapor Lock and Boiling Gas, The Saw To Not Buy, and The
One I’m Saving For. (Group Buy??)
I’ve learned a lot about chainsaws recently and some of it may
be helpful so I decided to tell on myself here with the hope of
helping someone else.
Vapor Lock and Boiling Gas:
Three of us experienced this on the recent Black Locust Cutting
Party. If you never have, the video link on page 4 will show it
happening near the end of the clip. In addition to hot gas being sprayed around,
vapor lock makes a saw difficult or impossible to start until a full cool down. That put
the two biggest saws (which were really needed on that big black locust) out of
business. When we arrived back home, both saws started right up.
So I analyzed the situation and did a little more research:
1. It’s a fairly common problem, based on forestry forum posts. It happens in hot
weather.
2. Usually after hard cutting and you turn the saw off. Have you done this followed
by difficulty restarting? Don Maloney and my saws had 25 and 28 inch bars buried in
black locust, which is about the hardest wood you’re likely to encounter in our region.
We had turned our saws off and let them sit, in the sun on a hot day. The engine
block was very hot which radiated additional heat to the fuel tank, causing fuel to boil
and vapors to push on through the rest of the system.
Takeaways regarding heat:
a. Try to cut in the morning early before the heat.
b. Best to cut in the winter. Better bowl blanks then anyway, especially if you
want the bark to stay on. Easier drying as the sap is down.
c. If you shut down your saw for a few minutes, park it in the shade.
d. Also park the fuel can in the shade.
e. Cover the cap with a rag when opening the tank for re-fueling on a hot day.
Hold a hot saw away from your body when opening and wear protective clothing.
f. Don't open the cap to check your fuel level if your saw has a translucent
plastic tank. Just look and see. Moving the saw will help you see the sloshing fuel.
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(Continued)
3. Some fuels are more prone to vapor lock.
a. Use non-ethanol fuel if you can get it. Scott Synott knows where some is
available. Thanks Scott…. Some recommend Aviation Fuel.
b. Use up “winter mix” fuel at the end of winter and use fresh summer fuel.
Suppliers mix fuel differently to run better in cold weather but are more prone to
vapor lock.
c. Use higher octane fuels as they burn cooler.
d. Consider factory pre mixed fuels. Expensive, but they are high octane, non
ethanol, contain stabilizer and are properly mixed for sure.
e. Use stabilizer if the fuel will be sitting for more than a week. This is more
critical with ethanol based fuel.
f. Both the fuel container and the tank on the saw are best left completely full,
or empty. Air allows condensation.
4. Other possible contributing factors:
A. A fuel tank relief valve may be clogged.
b. The spark arrestor screen may be clogged, causing additional heat buildup.
c. The fuel mix may be adjusted too lean which will make the saw run hotter.
d. Some saws have a heat shield between the block - muffler and the fuel
tank. Check to see that this is in place and not loose or damaged.
5. If you get vapor lock:
a. You can try carefully releasing the cap to release the pressure. This may
be enough. Plan on a lot of pulls and a few short starts and dying. It may start.
b. If that doesn’t work, your saw needs to cool off more completely, maybe 20
minutes. Set it in the shade and load what you had already cut OR
c. Set it in the shade and grab your back up saw.
Which brings up our next subject. I have a second saw, a small limbing saw which I
wish I hadn’t bought. Speaking with Jeff Browning of Browning Equipment, about
the saw and the cut I’d gotten from it, he confirmed, “We try never to sell those
except to professional arborist tree climbers who need them”, the reason being they
are so easy to get hurt with. It’s the same saw as in the video showing the boiling
gas splash.
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(Continued)
So I decided that I need a back up saw, smaller than my Stihl 460 with the 25 and 36
inch bars which I love, but not as small as the limbing saw. The problem with the
small limbing saw is that it can be used with one hand, either during or after the cut.
And if you do that, where is your other hand? Tied behind your back would be safe.
Hanging normally at your side or moving and reaching for the piece you just cut…not
so safe. I want a saw that I need to hold with two hands. Don Maloney has a logger
contact from recently having his property logged that is able to get saws at an
excellent discount. We are both looking at the Stihl 261 as backup and firewood
saws. It’s a "professional saw". One thing that means is that it can be more easily
rebuilt than the homeowner or rancher grade. If you’re looking for a new saw contact
Don. If we buy as a group we’ll get extra savings, at least on shipping.
Here’s my thinking on the 261 as my backup saw. I really like the Stihl 460 or 461 as
primary, so I can skip that “meet in the middle” problem on bigger logs. The 261, is
light at 10 lbs but still powerful at 4 horsepower. This usable horsepower increases
because of the “thin kerf”. The typical 3/8” (.375) chain has been reduced to .325 so
less energy is spent removing the wider cut. Anyway, that’s what I’m saving for as
my back up small saw..
Here’s the video link showing boiling gas. Watch as he opens the cap near the end.
This is what we saw last week on two saws at the Black Locust cutting party. And
that little limbing saw in the video is like the one that I now have for sale.
https://youtu.be/Ja9t4PtJx_Q
Hope to see you all at the picnic on the 24th. There will be at least one chainsaw for
sale there along with various other tools and a lot of wood. And a demo on making
your own chains. It’s good to have extras. But watch out for vapor lock whenever
you change chains. ... And of course ... find some shade for you and your saw while
you change a chains
Happy Turns

Dave Robinson
CAT President
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Editor’s Bench
By Peter Bills

It’s been a busy month. Western Loudoun Artist Tour, 4th of July Independence Day
with a Hillsboro craft show, fireworks, wood cutting parties, and now the picnic
coming up this month on July 24th.
Be sure to see the pictures of the cutting party of the massive Black Locust with
burls and the Hillsboro craft show in Odds and Ends.
Note that we will have a tailgate swap at the picnic. Bring whatever wood, tools,
turnings, or other items you would like to sell, trade, or give away. And our President
will be demonstrating how to make your own chainsaw chains and will have bulk
chain available for purchase.
And there are two Symposiums coming up within reasonable driving distance.
Information sheets on pages 19 & 20.
Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium
Lancaster, Pennsylvania - 24-25 September
www.Mawts.com
Virginia Woodturning Symposium
Fishersville, Virginia - 4-5 November
http://www.virginiawoodturners.com
Peter Bills
CAT Newsletter Editor

***************************************************************
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JUNE Demonstration:
Our Very Own CAT Members
Having professionals travel afar and come to show us their talent
and special methods is very worthwhile. But we have so much talent
right here from our own members. June’s demonstrators are a
perfect example.
Tim Gregory explained how to make staved
(or polychromatic) peppermills, salt shakers
and handles. This is a technique he learned
from Jason Swanson from Bristol, WI.
Choose two contrasting species of wood
about 7/8” thick and 14” long that are true
and flat. This is a great opportunity to use
up all that flat (non-turning) stock in your
shop. Start with a trued and tuned up table
saw making sure that the insert plate is
level to the table top and that the fence is
parallel to the blade. You may want to
experiment with different angles to increase
or decrease the number of staves, but for a
24 piece stave set the left side of the table
saw blade to 97.5° using a magnetic digital
angle gauge. Hint: Start with boards all the
same width to efficiently perform this step).
Make an edge cut and discard the waste.
Flip the board end to end, move the fence
to the left (7/32” if using veneer spacers
and about ¼” if using just two contrasting
woods) and make another rip cut. Flip the board again end to end and repeat.
Continue with the contrasting piece of wood until you have enough pieces for
assembly (24 pieces total). Place 4 strips of ¾” painters tape on a washable surface
(or lay down some wax paper) and lay out 12 staves on the tape. Dry fit making sure
that there are no gaps. Repeat for the other half of the stave. Lay down a bead of glue,
spread and clamp with 6 radiator clamps. Let dry for at least 24 hours.
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JUNE Demonstration:
Our Very Own CAT Members

Mount the staved blank on your lathe and proceed
with the normal drilling procedure. If your opening is
too large consider turning a filler piece to plug the
end before continuing. Using a plug can also
convert your blank into a staved handle blank. After
drilling for the peppermill, turn the staved blank as
you normally do. Experiment with different woods,
sizes and number of staves to create your unique
staved blank.

Scott Synnott showed how to turn a bottle stopper using the Ruth Niles mandrel and
stainless steel stopper. Place your stopper blank in a scroll jaw and round the blank.
Cut a 7/8” diameter recess in the bottom to accept the diameter of the stopper. This
will ensure a perfect fit of blank to stopper. Drill an 11/32” with a stub drill bit (provided
in the kit) 5/8” deep. Shape and finish sand the bottom portion of your blank so you
won’t have to work around the mandrel. Remove the blank and insert onto the selftapping MT #2 mandrel. You may elect to tap the blank with a 3/8” x 16 tpi machine
tap. Use a ¼” x 20 tpi drawbar to secure the mandrel and bring up your live center to
safely secure the bottle stopper. Finish
shaping the top portion of the blank and
remove the live center for finish sanding
and finishing. Remove the finished
stopper top from the mandrel and
secure to the stainless steel stopper.
Please note that these kits are available
at the CAT group buy table along with
spectra ply stopper blanks.
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JUNE Demonstration:
Our Very Own CAT Members
Roy Aber provided a demonstration of turning a pendant with the Joyner Off
–Center Jig. This jig is an adjunct to the Ruth Niles Stopper Mandrel. However, it should be noted that you should NOT use self-tapping mandrel with
this jig as it may cross thread the machined aluminum thread. First, turn a
waste block slightly undersized to the final diameter of the pendant. Attach
the waste block to the jig in the 0/0 position. Mount the pendant blank in a
scroll jaw and turn and finish the back of the pendant. With the mandrel in
the center hole of the jig and waste block secured, place some double stick
tap on the waste block and secure the pendant blank back to the jig assembly using pressure from the tail stock to assure maximum adhesion. Finish
the shape of the front of the pendant. Now for the fun part. Remove the mandrel from the jig assembly and choose an off-set hole. For the first time the
#8 threaded hole is a good place to start. Using a pencil on the tool rest, rotate the assembly by hand and mark where you want the front side embellishment cuts. Once satisfied with the location of your cut(s) use a small
skew (1/4” round skew is perfect) or a small detail gouge to make your off
center axis cuts. Drill and shape your cord hole and you have a completed
pendant. After finishing put your neck cord of choice on to complete the pendant.
There are 444,000 off-set combinations available with this jig. There is a
spreadsheet and instructions for the pendant jig available on the Ruth Niles
web site. This is great jig to experiment with. The designs are endless and
only limited by our imaginations.
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JUNE Demonstration:
Our Very Own CAT Members
Our final presenter of the evening was Charlie Wortman who showed us how to turn a
sphere free hand without an expensive jig. Mount a spindle blank between centers and
take it to round. Measure the diameter with your calipers and transfer that
measurement to mark the length of the sphere. Part down at the length marks to a
small tenon on each side. With a gouge (or skew) knock down the corners and
essentially turn a very wide bead while keeping the “bead” symmetrical to the tenons.
Examine your shape periodically to monitor your progress and be sure to not cut over
the center line of the sphere. Once a spherical shape is obtained, remove the partially
completed sphere from the centers and place the sphere between the previously
turned dished holder in your spindle or scroll chuck and on your live center. The live
center “cup” needs to be drilled and tapped at ¾” x 10 tpi. The headstock holder can
be turned to fit in a scroll chuck or turned with a #2 Morse taper. Place the sphere
between the holders with the tenons perpendicular to the bed ways and turn them
away. Sand to your finish grit while constantly and randomly repositioning the sphere
between the turned cup holders. Viola!! This is a great exercise to warm your turning
muscles and memory before beginning your turning time.
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Show and Tell - June Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Bowl
Cherry w/inlay
Beverly Robillard

Lidded Box
Sycamore
Beverly Robillard

Bowl
Apple w/mosaic tile inlay
Beverly Robillard

Square Plate
Maple
Beverly Robillard

Bowl
Chestnut w/crotch
Peter Bills

Platter w/crotch
Cherry
Peter Bills
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More
Meeting
MoreShow
Showand
andTell
Tell -- March
June Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Desk Pen
Embellished w/Lichtenberg Fractal
Burning
Cherry/Ebonite
Charlie Wortman
Contest Winner
2nd Place– Mission Impossible
Mid-Atlantic Pen turners Gathering

Bell
Structure Wood
Denny Boehler

Plate
Maple
Jim Schubert

Plate
Zebra Wood
Jim Schubert
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Show
Show
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Tell
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May
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
More
Show
and
Tell
June
Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Bowl
Ash
Jim Schubert

Bowl
Maple
Jim Schubert

Platter
Maple
Jim Schubert

Square Bowl
Maple
Jim Schubert

Square Bowl
Mahogany
Jim Schubert
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More
Show
Show
Show
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Tell
Tell
Tell
- April
--- March
May
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
More
Show
and
Tell
June
Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Geometric Turning
Lidded Box
Movingui & Bloodwood
Dave Swiger

Winged Platter
Maple Copper Oxidized
Dave Swiger

Natural Edge Vessel
Spalted Wormy Maple
Dave Swiger

Natural Edge Winged Vessel
Ambrosia Maple
Dave Swiger
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More
More
Show
Show
Show
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Meeting
Meeting
More
Show
and
Tell
June
Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Square Platter
Movingui
Dave Swiger

Bowl
Turned and Carved
Maple
Herb Witenstein

Bowls & Vessel
Australian Red Gum Burl
Bruce Vibbert
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More
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June
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Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Cherry Bowl
Apple Bowl
Cherry Bowl
Scott Synnott

Aluminum Rod Tool handle
Hammered Aluminum
Joe Getty
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More
Show
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June
Meeting
Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow
Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Tile Trivet
Red Maple
Dave Robinson

Platter
Cherry
Roy Aber

Pendants
Color Wood/Cherry Burl
Roy Aber
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Show and Tell Photos by Peter Bills

Bowl
Walnut
Harriet Maloney

Jewelry Box
Hawaiian Koa & Maple
Harriet Maloney
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Upcoming CAT Meetings, Demos,
and Miscellaneous Events 2016
Editor’s Note: This is not intended to be a complete calendar of activities. It is
tentative and subject to change. Guest demonstrators may also be conducting workshops. Dates and sign-up details to be announced. Please watch your email and our
website.

July 24

CAT Picnic

August 18

CAT Meeting—Frank Jessup – Turning Dried Wood Harvested
from Green

September 15

CAT Meeting—Bill Hardy—Purse Box

September 17&18 Bluemont Fair, Bluemont, VA
September 24&25 Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium, Lancaster, PA
October 13

CAT Meeting—Mark St. Leger (tentative)

November 4-6

Virginia Symposium, Fishersville VA

November 17

CAT Meeting—Bob Rosand (tentative)

December 15

CAT Meeting—Tips and Tricks

January XX

Annual Anniversary Party— Date TBD

18

Virginia Symposium
NOV 5-6, 2016

19

Mid Atlantic Woodturning Symposium
SEP 24-25, 2016
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Odds and Ends
Recent wood cutting party.

This black locust with burls was so big it was taken down using a crane. Look at the
massive size of this tree. There are structures behind the tree not shown in these pictures, hence the need for the crane.
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More Odds and Ends
Thursday Night Turning (TNT)
Where:
The Blue Ridge Turnery
16629 Evening Star, Round Hill, Va. 20141

When:
Most Thursdays except CAT Meeting nights
2 to 5 and 6 to 9 p.m. with dinner at a local restaurant
- Watch for emails
For more information, you may also contact Dave Robinson at:
president@catoctinareaturners.org

**************
“You Gotta’ Eat” Monthly Lunch Get-Together
Watch for emails, as the dates and venues change!
“CAT East” Lunch

“CAT West” Lunch
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More Odds and Ends
Hillsboro Craft show
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More Odds and Ends
Interesting article by Frank Jessup provided by Ken Poirier
Several CAW (and CAT associate members) traveled down to Mike Sorge's shop last
month. While there a camphor blank was delivered to Frank Jessup (our August demonstrator) and a decision was made to do a collaborative turning in Mike's shop. The
vase will be on display at our August meeting.
Six Turner Collaboration at the Mike Sorge Studio
By Frank Jessup
Intro and disclaimer: The following article details a road trip and get together at the
Mike Sorge Studio. The purpose of this article to encourage others to give collaboration a try – Gestalt Theory; the whole or product is greater than the sum of the parts.
Mike likes interesting and historical quotes. Here’s one – “Friends are the family you
get to choose”.
17 May 2017, 0530; I’m up, such absurd early mornings, I’ve tried to avoid
since retirement. I’m off to Vienna to
join up with Paul Miller (CAW member)
at George Jones' (CAW member) place.
George was playing host to Roger
Meeker (president of Detroit Turning
Club). After looking at a little of
George’s stuff (he’s not into round and
brown) the four of us were off to Southwestern Virginia Hill Country.
Don Riggs (life member of CAW and member of both Smith Mountain Lake and Blue
Ridge Clubs) arrived, coming from further South, before us at Mike Sorge’s place. To
finish with pedigrees, Mike is a member of several Virginia clubs and is a professional
demonstrator. I am a member of CAT and life member of CAW.
The genesis of this get together was Mike making the mistake of inviting Roger to visit
when he recently demonstrated in Detroit. I was also holding an invite to visit Mike
and Don introduced Mike and myself at a Blue Ridge Club meeting in Roanoke some
3 years ago.Not to bore but for atmosphere, to get to Mike’s you go through an atypical small town where you could easily jump from the front porches into the middle of
the road. Do not recall any stop lights in town. Then a bit further on turn into a gravel
road with cattle crossings (cattle and rescue donkeys present). Half mile and over two
hills to the top of a knoll and you arrive at a marvelous country home with most excellent views and no other residence in sight. Also, Mike claims that with a front and side
24

More Odds and Ends
he has excellent sunrise and sunset views, as well.
The Northern Virginia contingent was travelling with a piece of distressed but figured
with color camphor that had history. The piece of wood was picked up in Florida by
Tim Jackson (member of CAW and Baltimore area clubs), who brought to last CAW
meeting for me. I wasn’t there, first missed meeting since retirement, so Bob Pezold
delivered to me and I chainsawed a bit and then bagged for trip to Mike’s. Bob Pezold
tends to travel with me (I avoid driving whenever possible and the company is excellent) but couldn’t make it.
After much discussion it was decided that we’d turn a VASSEE (that’s the arty way of
saying vase shape) as wood was challenging (some checking with grain running
through at an angle with an uneven natural edge. Also, some bark missing.
Here is a picture of Don Riggs (Oldest present – 80 come the 4th of July) making chips
under the watchful eye of
George Jones.
All of us spent about equal
amount of time turning (first time
I ever turned while setting on
lathe, however, I’m large
enough to be good for about
200 RPM with an out of balance
piece. When it came to sanding
we were most fortunate that
Mike took over – a good thing,
as I’m real fond of sanding –
not.
During the day we had the time
to look over Mike’s place. His
bride is most excellent decorator and their turnings and other
art work are the equal of any
private residence that I’ve ever
been in. Also, most excellent
and healthy lunch served by
Cindy. We even had a sip of
some most excellent Bourbon.
To close out this most excellent
adventure, here is a picture of
everyone with the end product
(not entirely finished as only one
coat of oil on it in pictures with
this article).
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Monthly Meeting
Picnic: Sunday July 24 at Edwards Landing Pavilion,
Leesburg
Next regular meeting: Thursday, August 18, 2016
at 6:30 pm
Location: Leesburg Volunteer Fire Company
215 W. Loudoun Street, Leesburg, VA
Our August Demonstrator
Frank Jessup
Turning dried wood harvested from green

Leesburg Volunteer
Fire Company
215 W. Loudoun Street,
Leesburg, VA

Entrance is on the west side/right
side of the building.
Please remember to park on side
or in the back of the building.
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More Black Locust
Woodcutting Party

2015 CAT Officers
President
Dave Robinson
president@catoctinareaturners.org

Vice President
Bob Parson
vp@catoctinareaturners.org

Secretary
Beverly Robillard
secretary@catoctinareaturners.org

Operations Director
Charlie Wortman
ops@catoctinareaturners.org

Treasurer
Dennis McCormick
treasurer@catoctinareaturners.org

Program Director
Ken Poirier
programs@catoctinareaturners.org

Newsletter Editor
Peter Bills
newsletter@catoctinareaturners.org

Additional Volunteers
Roy Aber
Burgan Pugh
Juan Gil
Jeter Benbow
Chris Liebermann
Ken Poirier and David Roseman
Dale Bright
Bob Parson
Mark Kaplan

Raffle Tickets
Lending Library
Website Admin/Equipment Listing
Gallery Photos
Group Buys
Newsletter Proofreaders
Mentor Coordinator
Rep to VA Woodturners Inc.
Rep to VA Woodturners Inc.

CAT is an official chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners (AAW)
To voice a suggestion or concern, or to submit an article/video
to AAW, you are invited to contact CAT member Denis L.
Delehanty. Denis is a member of the Board of Directors of
the AAW for 2014-2016. His AAW email address is:
denis@woodturner.org
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Group Buy Report
Discounted items available are:



CA Glue
Both styles of Ruth Niles Bottle stoppers along with a new Bottle
Stopper starter kit. Some Bottle Stopper Blanks in Walnut and
Colorwood.

I’m putting together a group buy with RZ masks for protective masks.
Watch your email for updates.
Chris Liebermann

***************************************************************
CA-ONEWAY PRODUCT SALE—
20% discount on most ONEWAY products, except lathes, plus shipping.
Combine orders and save on shipping!!!!!!!!!!!
Go to ONEWAY website www.oneway.ca to see products available.
Will provide quote upon request. Happy and Safe Turning and Keep Those Turning Tools Sharp !!!
CA SAVOY cadjsavoy@cox.net
703-765-7268
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Lathe & Equipment Listings

J

uan Gil maintains a listing of lathes which members own as a reference source for
those who might be considering the purchase of a new (or additional) lathe. Juan
has added some complementary information including specialized tooling and other
items of interest:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hollowing systems
Coring systems
Favorite turning tool
Favorite homemade tool
What model band saw
What models of chainsaws
Favorite website related to woodturning

If you are in the market for a new lathe or any of the above mentioned tools and wish
to speak to a member who has the tool, please contact Juan and he will get you in
touch with someone who can help.

Equipment Manager
Juan Gil

Contact Juan through the CAT website, Catoctinareaturners.org
using the “contact us” tab.
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CAT’s Mentoring Program
It’s Not Just For New Turners!

O

ur Mentoring Coordinator, Dale Bright, is looking for volunteers to be mentors
for our CAT Mentoring Program. Dale would also like to hear from members

interested in pairing up with a mentor in any of the areas of interest listed below, or
simply for general turning skills enhancement. CAT has an enormous pool of turning
talent in its membership. Whatever your level of turning experience, working with a
mentor can be a wonderful way to explore new techniques and try out specialized
turning tools and equipment. Working as a mentor is rewarding in itself, and often
leads to enduring friendships!
Sign-up forms for those who are willing to serve as a mentor—or who would like to be
matched up with one—will be available at the next regular meeting. You may also
contact Dale Bright via email at mentoring@catoctinareaturners.org. Please include
your name, address, phone number, and email address; also indicate your experience
level (i.e., Beginner, Intermediate, or Experienced) when requesting a mentor.
We will try to match interested individuals with someone who lives “reasonably close”
whenever possible. Here are some of the areas of interest identified so far, but feel
free to mention others!
Areas of Interest for Mentoring
Ornaments and small items like Bottle Stoppers,
Pens, Pencils, and Pendants
Bowls

Lidded Boxes

Natural Edge Bowls

Segmented Turning

Square Bowls

Spindle Turning

Hollow Forms

Chasing Threads
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CAT Member Discounts

Woodcraft of Leesburg
Battlefield Shopping Center
1067 Edwards Ferry Road, NE
Leesburg, VA 20176
Call Us: 703-737-7880
Fax Us: 703-737-6166
Leesburg@woodcraft.com
Store Website
CAT members get a 10% discount
Thursday through Sunday of
each monthly meeting week!

Dunlap Woodcrafts
Near the Dulles Expo Center
14600F Flint Lee Road, Chantilly, VA 20151
Tel (703) 631-5147 www.dunlap-woodcrafts.com
Discounts are available to CAT members
Purchase $100 and receive a 10% discount
Purchase $250 and receive a 15% discount
Purchase $500 and receive a 20% discount
Give them a call prior to making the trip to be sure they are open.

Exotic Lumber, Inc.
Located at 329 E. 2nd St., Frederick, MD 21701
They have a great showroom, friendly staff,
and a wide selection of exotic & domestic hardwoods.
Tel (301) 695-1271 www.exoticlumberinc.com
CAT members receive a 10% discount on all turning related items
and lumber purchases.
Please note: Some specialty items and items already on sale, such as
bundled lumber packages, are excluded from this discount.
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Woodturning Classes
Leesburg Woodcraft Woodturning Workshops
Schedule through September 2016
Jul 19
Aug 7
Aug 12
Aug 15
Aug 19
Aug 20
Aug 23
Aug 28/29
Sep 4
Sep 16
Sep 17
Sep 24
Sep 27

Shop design, layout and dust collection
Introduction to the Lathe
Beginning Pen Turning
Sharpen Turning Tools
Basic Segmented Turning
Bowl Turning
Turn a Pepper Mill
Segmented and Inlay Pen Blanks
Introduction to the Lathe
Beginning Pen Turning
Turning Natural Edge Bowls
Spindle Duplication
Turning a Lidded Box

Please Reconfirm Classes and Dates at the Leesburg Woodcraft Website
www.woodcraft.com
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